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2010 Art and Craft Vendors

Adewale Adenle, mixed media
Chester Allen, jewelry
Bruce Andrews, folk art
Kate Beck, fiber
David Bergeron, wood
Rhonda Blasingame & Anne Campbell, mixed media
Harriet Blum: photography
Beverly Boulet, Liz Blaz, & Isaac Johns, mixed media
Aminata Brown, fiber
Ben Bullins, sculpture
Darrin Butler, wood
Rachel David, metal
Chris Desjardins, jewelry
Shirley De’Vard, jewelry
Jack Dudley, musical instruments
Georgette Fortino, jewelry
Gregory Giegucz & Hanneke Relaye, prints
Bob Graham, painting
Kelly Guidry, sculpture
Gerald Haessig, glass & ceramics
Kiki Huston, jewelry
Gerald Judice, wood
Christopher Kirsch, folk art
Connie Kittok, painting
Lynn Langhoff, fiber
Linda Lesperance, painting
emerson matabele, photography
Jerry Moran, photography
Andrew Jackson Pollack, glass
Annie Odell, mixed media
Frank Relle, photography
Holly Sarré, paintings
Tracy Thomsom, fiber
Tutwiler Quilters, folk art
Calvin Walton, sculpture
Kim Welsh, photography
Shirley Wilfred, mixed media
Cristeen Wright, fiber